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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Roberto Quiroga has contributed to the dictionary with 4 meanings that we have approved and collected in this small
book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not hesitate to
visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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badam
The badam Word is a word imported from india and is used to describe a practice typical of the country for confectioner
desserts, some examples can be badam milk or cake badam

eraldo
the eraldo is a person or an environment dedicated to convey positive news the the rest of people. That is why so many
newspapers has some eraldo name site. The correct way to write the word is Herald hache and not eraldo without it.

gica
the meaning most magical common is a very common Romanian name in that country. Another of the meanings of
magical is the abbreviation of the law on environmental protection developed in 2007, integrated management of the
environmental law that collects and regulates all procedures of polluting enterprises in the environment. Finally, all
words ending in GICs are written with g except for the exception of paradojica which is written with Jack.

ivernar
ivernar can be confused with hibernation which means the time passing animals as a Groundhog in a State of finally
(Consumption of few calories ) during the seasons of time more hard as the winter. then not confuse ivernar which is
winter with Hibernate.


